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Design Competition

Design thrives on inspiration, but
even the most creative idea is of no
use if it cannot be implemented in
reality. In design especially, the final
stage of an idea is the practical
world of production. Pointing this
out again and again, is the special
merits of the Hessen Design Competition. Hence, we were extremely delighted at the invitation of
the Design Competition Creatività³
Lombardei expressed by Minister
Mauro Parolini during our visit in
the autumn of 2015. We are also
delighted to present to you four
Hessian up-and-coming designers
who show how they combine form
and production.

Tarek Al-Wazir
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	Regional Design knows no boundaries
We see design as a key discipline for the exchange
of ideas and products in Europe. Design has the potential
to make the best of Europe visible: the inexhaustible
wealth of local and regional cultures. Our goal at Hessen
Design is to share these special design approaches and
exchange information about the encounters.
All the more were we pleased by the invitation of
the regional administration of Lombardy to HOMI MILANO.
This year four Hessian design talents can attend as
guests of the “Design Competition Creatività³” for the
first time. Our Jury has selected Valeria SantagatiJuraschek, Elisa Barthelmes, Saskia Drebes and Alexander
Spenst.
We in Hesse as well as the Lombardy set a high
value to an intensive regional co-operation between
designers and companies. In the course of the year
these four excellent ideas were further developed into
competitive grade innovations in close cooperation with
Hessian companies.
An open dialogue of course isn’t a one-way street.
It is equally important for us to introduce young Hessian
design here in Milan, as to invite designers from other
regions to us. Good design has the power to improve
the competitiveness of European companies, products
and services. Only sharing and learning from each other
can establish European design as a brand with many
identities and global recognition value. That is what we
look forward to!

Graduate designer Cornelia Dollacker
Managing Director and Curator
Hessen Design e.V.
www.hessendesign.de
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Kurt Friedrich

Mentor:

dialog-plan agentur
für marke & veränderung
Graduate designer
Kurt Friedrich
friedrich@dialog-plan.de
www.dialog-plan.de

Brands are made by, with and for people. These are
at the focus of my creative and consultative work.
The basis for the effective culture and quality of a
brand is the dialogue of coordination between the
different skills and conditions, based on a common,
vivid goal.
“ The Hessen Design Competition has established itself as a meaningful tutoring platform, which establishes
relations, shares ideas and skills and further develops
them. Experience meets a new generation of designers
here, and by the cooperation both benefit.”
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8groschenKNABEN – series of
5 containers
Designer:
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Graduate polytechnical designer
Alexander Spenst
mail@alexanderspenst.com
www.alexanderspenst.com
mobil +49 (0)173 2657308

	Biography:

After completing his apprenticeship as a carpenter,
Alexander Spenst studied design at the university in
Darmstadt. He has a polytechnic degree, was born 1983
and grew up in Aschaffenburg. His designs arise from his
experimental train of thought and manifest themselves
in the sensitive handling of materials and colors. Since
summer 2016 he has worked as a freelance designer.
Short presentation of the prototype:

Not only has the design concept convinced, but
also the designer as a person and as an artist. The story
about the design process as part of the finding phase
shows that not always functionality and usability have to
be at the center of focus. The poetry and the freedom of
the mind can be just as convincing. The containers originated in free play with various colors. The product is
an aesthetic treasure box, so that a fixed predetermined
function is relinquished by the designer with the desire
and trusting that one arrives at the end. Maybe with a
cup of tea …
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8groschenKNABEN – series of 5 containers , Alexander Spenst
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KAHLA is the design brand among German porcelain manufacturers. More than 90 international awards for outstanding product design characterize the forward-looking
concepts of in-house designers Barbara Schmidt and Lisa
Keller and other external creative designers. In addition
to multi-functional programs for the domestic household
KAHLA offers a wide range of classic and creative hotel
porcelain and innovative promotional gifts. The porcelain
factory, originally founded in 1844 and based in Kahla
in Thuringia, was newly founded in 1994 as KAHLA /
Thüringen porcelain GmbH by Günther Raithel and since
2000 is owned by the Raithel family. KAHLA consistently places emphasis on sustainably produced porcelain
“Made in Germany”. Inspired by the work of the Günther
Raithel Foundation and the Workshop “KAHLA Kreativ”,
KAHLA / Thüringen Porzellan GmbH itself supports special
young designers and artists. The works of Alexander
Spenst demonstrate innovative solutions in the field of
design. This is why we as a porcelain manufacturer are
very happy to support him with our technology and our
know-how.

Mentor:

Michael Eibes Design
Graduate designer
Michael Eibes
hello@eibes.com
www.eibes.com

I see it as one of the most interesting daily challenges to
get services and products to the point of realization and liking.
As a communication designer it appeals to me to be able to
break through routines to infuse communication and give things
a new form. My office works both nationally and internationally
for companies from different industries.
“The Hessen Design Competition is a valuable initiative to promote
to young product designers who take responsibility for design and
resources with their wonderful ideas.”

MICHAEL EIBES
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frø – planting set
Designer:
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Graduate polytechnical designer
Elisa Barthelmes
mail@elisa.barthelmes.de
www.elisabarthelmes.de
mobil +49 (0)152 23405566

	Biography:

Elisa Barthelmes is an industrial designer from
Darmstadt. She was born 1992 and grew up in Bavaria.
After reaching her vocational diploma in Design, she
started her studies at the University of Darmstadt and
graduated in February 2016 with a college degree.
Short presentation of the prototype:

The planting set “frø” connects children with nature
in a class project environment. It is fun for schoolchildren
and is a fascinating experience in which the handling of
plants is learned through play. “Frø” contains everything
needed for plants. The compact set can be assembled in
a few simple steps by the students. An irrigation system
and a transparent cover provide for reliable planting success, even over long weekends away. Students are always
accompanied by a booklet that serves as a guide and
encourages to accurately observe the plant vegetation.
A positive side effect of plant cultivation is that the
school children can learn to take responsibility for their
actions with plants and can review sustainable recycling
processes of packaging. In addition to that stamina and
motoric abilities are promoted.

Beutler packaging systems GmbH is a company specializing in individual and thoughtfully designed packaging
solutions.A creative, intelligent carton packaging, displays,
3D-mail, book slipcases, and tote-like packaging can increase the effect of products enormously. Today it is more
important than ever to associate a positive statement with
the products permanently. For this reason we are planning
far-sighted and take into account future market-related,
technical and functional requirements for the packaging
of your product. We have participated in the pilot project
“Hessen Design Competition” as sustainability also has
great significance to us and we will support the young
designer Elisa Barthelmes in her product development of
the planting set “frø”.
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frø – planting set, Elisa Barthelmes
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WOlf udo wagner

Mentor:

Studio Wagner: Design
Graduate product designer
Wolf Udo Wagner
wagner@wagner-design.de
www.wagner-design.de

To think up a subject and shape it, as to develop it
for production and subsequently to market and finally
manufacture it – artisanal or industrial – that has always
been a comprehensive process. To tackle this it requires:
expertise, commitment, risk taking and decisiveness,
because it also is always about investment, jobs and
hopefully good results for people. Experience here, as
everywhere, is helpful. The “Hessen Design Competition”
allows the sharing or exchange of experience and expertise respectively – preferably from the design field
– to a young generation of creators. At the same time
there is a bidirectional exchange of experience between
generations taking place. My thanks for that at this point.
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Well stored – back then,
today, tomorrow
Designer:
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Graduate designer
Valeria Santagati Juraschek
mail@valeriasantagati.de
www.valeriasantagati.de
mobil +49 (0)157 84265077

	Biography:

Valeria Santagati Juraschek is an industrial designer
who lives and works in Kassel. She was born 1987 in
Erlangen and grew up in Germany and in Italy. Since
2015, the freelance designer is also active in the field of
materials research at the research platform “Building Art
Invention”.
Short presentation of the prototype:

The storage system for food brings together ancient
knowledge with modern technology into the everyday
urban living situation. The modules respectively provide
the ideal storage temperature and humidity for fruits,
vegetables, and fresh foods such as butter, cheese and
packaged food. All modules are based on the same basic
element made of folded sheet metal. However, the interior
differs in function of the individual modules.
	Module Acqua for example cools cheese at 14°C
and it matures through evaporation only. Thanks to vacuum
module vegetables continue to remain crisp in Aria despite lengthy storage. Terra offers optimal conditions for
food, which was earlier stored in the cellar, like potatoes,
onions, etc. Cosmico completes the modular system by
providing storage space for kitchen utensils and packaged
foods. The modular design makes an assembly as a hanging cupboard, cabinet or even as standalone furniture
possible.
The company BRABO since 1999 located in the greater
Kassel and North Hesse area is a specialist in the development of structural components with different welding
methods and the processing of profiles and tubes in all
common shapes and materials. Our production range includes the sheet metal forming and processing of steel,
niro, aluminum and non-ferrous metal sheets. Aided by the
latest technology in process planning and production, we
are able to cater to the most individual wishes and requirements of our customers. For several years we have been in
close collaboration with design students of the University of
Kassel. Therefore it was also natural for us to support
Valeria Santagati-Juraschek to realize her prototypes.
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Well stored – back then, today, tomorrow, Valeria Santagati Juraschek
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The “Hessen Design Competition” has a promising approach by
letting young designers, tutors and companies work together to
develop innovative product ideas into a prototype and further on
for marketability and distribution. A competition in which it is not
about a first, second or third place, but the gain of experience
and cooperation between young design talents, tutors and companies. Throughout the pilot project, we have looked after and
helped the young designers with words and deeds. Our goal is
to promote these young upcoming designers in Hesse and to
help them get started towards a successful career.

Mentor:

Hessen Design e.V.
Graduate designer
Cornelia Dollacker
dollacker@hessendesign.de
www.hessendesign.de

Cornelia Dollacker
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Brush
Designer:
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Saskia Drebes
mail@saskiadrebes.de
www.saskiadrebes.de
mobil +49 (0)176 61418767

Biography:

Saskia Drebes is an industrial design student at
the University of Kassel. She was born in 1987 and grew
up in Kassel. Previously, she completed her education
as a glassblower an currently she is finishing her industrial design studies. She founded her own design studio
Drebes & Oertel about a year ago.
Short presentation of the prototype:

The product series “Brush” consists of clothing and
shoe brushes integrating practical and aesthetic aspects.
Care of shoes and clothes and the adequate presentation of
high-quality materials after their use. The product family
addresses the particular use with the appropriate brush
and matching bristles: clothes brushes remove lint from
clothing; shoe brushes clean, grease and polish. A special
feature: the small brush diameters allow the cleaning of
small areas, such as leather trim on sneakers.

ekn footwear is a new brand from Frankfurt for high quality eco sneakers and accessories that combines urban
street style with ecological and social standards. Why? It
is very simple: We think that it is time to unite sneaker
culture and sustainability. We believe that one can only
create something good with the right people. Therefore,
we have taken part in the pilot project “Hessen Design
Competition” and have supported the young designer
Saskia Drebes in product development of “Brush”. Just
as we foster sustainable relationships with our designers,
suppliers, our customers, our products and with nature.
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Imprint
This brochure has been published on the occasion of the
pilot project “Hessen Design Competition” in the context of the
Design Competition Creatività³ Lombardy with presentation at
the fair HOMI-MILANO.
Organizer:
Hessen Design e.V.
Art Direction:
Sign Kommunikation GmbH
© 2016 Hessen Design e.V.
The rights to the texts belong to the authors, the rights of the
pictures lie with the respective source.
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